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Sponsored Reading Challenge 

We are extremely pleased with the success of last week’s Sponsored Reading Challenge - to 
see the children enjoying their reading in different contexts and settings was a real pleas-
ure.  Thank you so much for all your support at home not only with supporting their reading 
each day, but in family and friends sponsoring the children so generously.  We are truly 
grateful and look forward to the purchasing of lots more new books for each class! 

Please could we have outstanding sponsor money returned to school by next Monday 16th.  
We can then total up the amount raised and purchase lots of new books to continue to en-
gage and foster our children’s love of reading.  We are particularly interested in widening 
our range of texts which explore and celebrate the cultural diversity within our society. 

Thank you. 

 

                                                          Respect and Tolerance of those from different faiths  and beliefs 

Science Week 

This week, children in each class have celebrated  Science Week by taking part in various 
learning activities outside the classroom.   They have investigated: 

Is it winter or is it spring?     

 

They have been weather detectives this week by observing the weather patterns through-
out the week, measuring the total amount of rainfall and wind direction.  Year 3 & 4 have 
been observing and noting the variation in plants, including planting their own in the nature 
garden.  Reception children have been looking for clues to discover whether the animals are 
awake yet? 

Sports Relief 

The Sport’s Council met and decided how we will participate in this year’s Sports Relief.  
They have chosen 3 sporting activities which the children have taken part in today.  They 
have also supported class teachers in the organisation and coaching of these activities. 

Thank you for your help in supporting this cause. 

 

                                                                                                                                                    Democracy 


